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Abstract:  
The introduction of Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), with its 

comprehensive, innovative database software, has assisted researchers in the realm of corpus 

linguistics to analyse in-depth learners' corpora. The latter, being written or spoken, can be 

scrutinised from diverse perspectives hinging on the researcher's prime aims. The process of 

recording, transcribing and analysing spoken language might be intricate. Given that, many 

Master two students at the department of English Language of Mohammed Seddik Ben Yahia 

University- Jijel show reluctance to use database applications to treat their spoken corpora, as 

it requires both the analysis and the transcription of audio files into written one; a process that 

might be tiresome and time-consuming if conducted manually. Therefore, the present paper 

aspires to introduce some widely used software that may facilitate their research process and 

expose some practical applications that might be used in the data analysis. More importantly, 

the paper aims at displaying some web-based tools put into practice to probe some speaking 

skill features, namely fluency and Complexity. The massive range of applications accredited to 

analyse language complexity is textinspector.com and lextutor.ca, whereas the Praat 

application is deemed one of the best software implemented to investigate speech fluency . 
Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), Corpus Linguistics, Spoken 

Corpora, Speaking skill, Complexity, fluency . 
 ملخص: 

لكددتميتاا ددلا  ليددبالبيددر ما دداااددمب دااربعددسابلبيتمددتاابلكددت باحبيب  ددمابلبددت    ا دد ا  ددت ابللقددساعددتعسا الددهابللاددهاالكددتعس ابل 

،ا ددلاحاتددتاامخددما ب لفددهاانددتءباع دد اكثرا الق.ابذايل لادربعتهت،اعربءاأكتمتا   ربةاأحا نطراددةأاصفهااايتمتااخطتبابي الل   

هدددتاح  ليلتدددتا اقدددس .اادددتلنخماد ددد اأ ابلاسيدددسا دددلا لبدددةابيتعددد ر  ا كدددر اعلليدددةا لددد يبابللادددةابينطرادددةاحك تاتبهدددسبلابلبدددت    .اادددسا

تاعلابع بسبما طبيقتاااربعسابلبيتمددتااياتة ددةااي با-بلإم ل زيةاا ت اةا  لسابلصسيقاالاي يى اكهابللاةا
ً
،ايختمح اعزحف

تايلفددتاابلصددر يةاد دد ا لدد؛ا   ددربا اعلليددةاادد ،ا يددياي طلددكاذلددلاا  لدديااح لدد تابايتمددتمههابينطراددة سا كددر ا مهقددةاح كدد امااحا ددً

ادذبا دددهادامبوهددددتايدددسحً ت.ا
ً
 ام ددد؛ااددددبامابللمدددرب دابيكدددد بس ةاع ددد امطددددتااحبعدددااحبل دددد اادددسا كددددتبابيقدددت اد دددد ابللددددطبايطلددد اهددددطبا دددر ا

بلكب ةابلان بر يددةابل دد ا كددتعسا دد ادربعددةايهسلاهطبابيقت اد  اعمضابامابلأدحباابيكتنس اد  ا ،علليةبلب ي.احبلأهها لاذللا

 اقيدددسابللاددةاحبيامح دددةا ددد اهددطبابيقدددت اهلدددتااباددما  دددزباا تددتر ابل  دددسطا،احوددد ابلطااددةاحبل اقيدددس.ابل طبيقدددتاابيا لددس ال  ليدددب

textinspector.comحااlextutor.caا. 

  تا طبيقاامباايا لمرا لابههابل طبيقتاابيا لس السربعةا ااةابل امأ

 اقيدددساا- تدددتر ابل  دددسطا-بلبيتمدددتاابلكدددفر ةا- اتة دددهابلبيتمدددتاابللار دددةا-لبيدددر م الدددهابللادددةاالكدددتعس ابل ا:المفت حيااا  لماا  الك

 . ااةابل اما- امبل
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1. Introduction 

 The massive range of applications and data-based language tools has 

incredibly facilitated the process of recording, transcribing and analysing spoken 

language output. Researchers interested in analysing learners' spoken language 

are fortunately introduced with many free online tools that might save their time 

and effort. For instance, researchers attempting to study English as a foreign 

language (EFL) learners speaking skill might be offered many practical 

applications to record the necessary data, of which is the PRAAT application. 

The latter is widely implemented to analyse speech fluency. They may also 

access some free online web-based language tools such as textinspector.com and 

lextutor.com to analyse speech complexity. These websites are impressive as 

they provide statistics relating to copied and pasted texts. More importantly, 

these online language tools probe in-depth some texts' features such as 

frequencies and vocabulary.  

2. Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) 

 Computer-assisted Language Learning (CALL) uses computers in the 

processes of learning and teaching a second and a foreign language (Tavakoli, 

2012).  CALL pertains to an interdisciplinary approach in which computers are 

used "as an aid to the presentation, reinforcement, and assessment of material to 

be learned, usually including a substantial interactive element" (Tavakoli, 2012, 

p.78).    

3. Corpus Linguistics   

 The advent of a wide range of computers and software has immensely 

shaped linguistic studies. The ability to electronically storing chunks of naturally 

produced language led to the evolution of what is known today as corpus 

linguistics, as elucidated in the words of Breyer (2011): "The ability to store 

large amounts of language data electronically and to access and retrieve this data 

through a software interface has paved the way for the emergence of corpus 

linguistics." (p.1). Corpus linguistics, as a discipline, then aims at storing 

language data in digital format or corpora. 

4. Spoken Corpora 

 Spoken Corpora are a spectrum of speech recordings that have been 

transcribed into written texts to form a database or a corpus (Caines, McCarthy 

and O'Keeffe, 2016, p.348). As a term, it should not be confounded by the speech 

corpora concept. As termed by Baker, Hardie and McEnery (2006), a spoken 

corpus is "a corpus consisting entirely of transcribed speech. This could be from 

a range of sources:  spontaneous informal conversations, radio phone-ins,  

meetings, debates, classroom situations etc." (p.148). Given that it is time-

consuming to compile and transcribe, spoken corpora did not thrive than written 
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corpora until the last twenty years (Caines et al., 2016). Transcribing speech 

produced by a second (L2) or a foreign learner (FL) and compile it into a 

database may make it tremendously challenging for many researchers.  

 Collecting data on spoken corpora of second or foreign language learners 

is deemed valuable in the second language acquisition (SLA) realm. Spoken 

corpora analysis provides insights into linguistic features, knowledge and usage 

of learners' language and discerns how different these are produced by native 

speakers (Yoon, 2020). Put otherwise, spoken corpora can be used to probe some 

aspects in learners' language that are due to first language (L1) influence. Spoken 

corpora can also reflect aspects of development processes (Ellis and Barkhuizen, 

2005, p.336). Likewise, they are significant as they demonstrate repeated 

frequencies and patterning in the language (Mauranen, 2004, p.102). Given their 

naturally occurring production in courses of interaction, spoken corpora provide 

teachers, researchers, and educationists interested in noticing patterning a large 

number of instances for observation in a speech.    

 Spoken corpora are accredited to provide linguistic materials that are high 

in terms of authenticity (Mauranen, 2004, p.103). Bearing in mind that they are 

produced spontaneously by an L2 or an FL learner, spoken corpora represent rich 

linguistic data for scrutinising many language aspects relating to lexis, 

grammar…etc. (Meyer, 2009). They demonstrate prevailing and recurrent 

features in target language speech texts, typical of L2 or FL learners' language. 

Considering their genuine production, spoken corpora exhibit abundant examples 

in which ellipsis, word-order acquisition, part of speech error occur. (Mackey& 

Gass, 2005). Their prominence relates to the fact that they give access to 

researchers attempting to probe second language acquisition (SLA) process.   

5. Steps of Conducting Spoken Data Analysis  

 Researchers interested in conducting spoken corpus analysis need first to 

record speech and gather relevant data as termed by Meyer (2009): "Collecting 

data involves recording speech, gathering written texts, obtaining permission 

from speakers and writers to use their texts, and keeping careful records about 

the texts collected and the individuals from whom they were obtained" (p.55).  

5.1. Data Collection Stage  

  As highlighted previously, the researcher needs to record speech as a 

preliminary step to data gathering, ask for permission from speakers to use their 

texts. The recorded speech has to be manually transcribed and then saved for 

computerisation and annotation (Meyer, 2009, p. 55). Nevertheless, before being 

transcribed, the recorded speech has to be as natural as possible. Doing this 

implies recording L2 and FL learners in a natural speaking environment, as 

Meyer (2009) suggested. The quality of the recordings is another issue that the 

researcher needs to consider when starting data collection (Meyer, 2009). 
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5.2. Data Computerisation Stage  

 While it is now an easy process to prepare written texts for 

computerisation in a corpus, there is little hope for making spoken text 

compilation and transcription easier.  It will be challenging for the foreseeable 

future to find people who might be willing to be recorded, make recordings, and 

have the recordings transcribed. While digitising spoken samples and using 

specialised software to transcribe them has advantages, the transcriber must still 

listen to speech segments many times to achieve an accurate transcription. 

Advances in speech recognition technology may enable the transcription of 

certain types of speech (for example, speeches) to be automated (Meyer, 2009); 

Du Bois (2006). 

5.3.  Data Annotation Stage 

 Corpus annotation refers to "the practice of adding interpretive, linguistic 

information to an electronic corpus of spoken and/or written language data." 

(Garside, Leech, & McEnery, 1997, p. 2). Put differently, researchers interested 

in constructing spoken corpora should consider interpreting the data by providing 

necessary information. Gardside et al. (1997) further explained:  

Annotation can also refer to the end-product of this process: the 

linguistic symbols  

which are attached to, linked with, or interspersed with the electronic 

representation  

of the language material. A typical and familiar case of Corpus 

annotation is   

grammatical tagging (also called world-class tagging, part of speech 

tagging or POS 

 tagging) (p.2).  

Annotating data is vital for corpus analysts, as it represents their corpus 

electronically.  

4.4. Analysing Spoken Data  

 Researchers interested in analysing spoken data that is already compiled, 

transcribed, and annotated may probe participants' accuracy, fluency, and 

complexity as fundamental components of the speaking skill. Within the frame of 

this article, light is shed on some prominent existing database software and web-

based language tools that may facilitate the process of analysis for researchers in 

the field.  

4.4.1. Fluency, Complexity and Database Software and Online Web-

based Tools 

Researchers can use a wide range of applications and software to do an 

automated speech analysis, more precisely speaking fluency and Complexity 

components.   
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4.4.1.1. Fluency: an Operational Definition   

Fluency, as termed by Tavakoli (2013): "might be the rapid, smooth, 

effortless, accurate, lucid, and efficient translation of thought or communicative 

intention into language under the temporal constraints of online processing." 

(p.135). Similarly, Ellis& Barkhuizen (2005) defined fluency as: "the production 

of language in real-time without undue pausing or hesitation" (p.39). It is 

manifested in the frequency of pauses in speech, the use of fillers in pauses, 

length of runs (number of syllables separating pauses) (Ellis& Barkhuizen, 2005, 

p39).  

       Fluency measurements are twofold: temporal variables and hesitation 

phenomena (Ellis &Barkhuizen, 2005, p. 156). The former pertains to speech 

speed, while the latter relates to dysfluencies. 

• Temporal Variables: number of pauses, pause length, length of run. 

• Hesitation Phenomena: reformulation, false start, repetitions and 

replacements.  

As an index of fluency, temporal variables can be automated using some web-

based applications and software, of which is PRAAT.  

4.4.1.2.Fluency and PRAAT Software 

PRAAT software is a speech analysis programme designed "for phonetic and 

acoustic analysis" (Boutsen and Dvorak, 2016, p. 78). Temporal variables 

explained above can be measured via PRAAT application as it displays:  

➢ the frequency and the length of pauses in recorded speech using Textgrid 

(silence in milliseconds ),  

➢  the use of fillers in pauses, 

➢ the length of runs (number of syllables separating pauses).  

The following figure is an illustration of how the PRAAT application can 

identify silence intervals and pause lengths.  

 
Figure1. PRAAT Analysis of Length Pauses  
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Researchers can use the PRAAT application to record speech and analyse 

communication breakdown by measuring silent and filled pauses and speed 

fluency. Researchers can either create a speech file from scratch or read an 

already recorded one (Boersma and Weenink,2021). The following is a figure 

that demonstrates a sample of a PRAAT speech recording. 

 
Figure 2.  Speech Recording via PRAAT 

PRAAT application can be used to probe features of speech such as prosodic 

aspects  (suprasegmental), of which are pitch, tone, stress and rhythm. It analyses 

accurately pitch evaluation and pitch variation. It also analyses stress and speech 

intensity (Rupley, Rasinski, Nichols& Paige, 2020,p.102). The following figure 

represents a process of PRAAT speech analysis. 

 
Figure 3. Speech Analysis via PRAAT 

4.4.1.3. Web-based Tools  to Analyse Speech Rate as a Fluency Index 

To analyse speech rate, researchers need to compute the number of syllables 

produced within a given time (e.g., 1 minute) in a transcribed text. Hence, the 
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website https://www.howmanysyllables.com ("How Many Syllables", 2021) is an 

online tool that accurately counts the number of syllables by copying and pasting 

the transcribed text. It is practical as it saves researchers' time and energy by 

counting the number of words and syllables in long texts in an automated process. 

The advantage of such a web-based tool is that the results are shown within few 

seconds irrespective of the text's length.  The following figure is an illustration of 

how the website functions:  

 
Figure 4.Spoken text analysis using Textinspector.com  

4.4.2. Complexity: an Operational Definition  

 Ellis& Barkhuizen (2005) elucidated that complexity refers to the extent to 

which learners produce elaborated language. Pallotti (2009) explains that speech 

complexity demonstrates when an L2 user can produce linguistically, and thus 

cognitively, more demanding linguistic material (e.g. longer units with more 

complex embedding elements). Complexity can be either linguistic or lexical 

(Michel, 2017); while the first relates to the length of utterances, subordination, 

coordination, and the extent and sophistication of grammatical forms, the second 

pertains to the text diversity, sophistication, density and variation  (Michel, 2017, 

pp.6-7). In the scope of this paper, two software and web-based language tools 

that can facilitate the study of the transcribed text's lexical complexity are 

reviewed.  

4.4.2.1. Lexical Complexity and Web-based Tools 

Gass, Behney& Plonsky (2013) clarified that linguistic complexity is 

demonstrated in L2 learners' use of long utterances, subordination, coordination, 

and the extent and sophistication of grammatical forms. Lexical complexity is 

measured in terms of:  

➢ Diversity: the size of lexis; gauged using type-token ratio based measures. 

Sophistication: depth of lexis; gauged using frequency measures, for example, 

of words beyond the 1000 most common words. 

➢ Density: information packaging of lexis; gauged using, for example, the 

ratio of lexical words per function words. 
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To measure lexical complexity, https://www.lextutor.ca and 

https://textinspector.com/ can be used 

4.4.2.2.Textinspector.com 

Textinspector.com (2021) is a web-based language analysis tool developed by 

Stephan Bax, an applied linguistic Professor. It provides detailed and thorough 

information about some texts' features, such as readability, complexity, and 

lexical diversity. It is trusted by many universities around the world, such as 

Kings' College London (Textinspector.com 2021). It is used to compute the type-

token ratio (which is an index of speech complexity computed by counting the 

different types of words divided by the total number of words in texts). It is used 

to analyse text vocabulary to unveil its lexical diversity. It computes the average 

sentence length and number of syllables in the overall text.   

 
Figure 5. Lexical Complexity Measures via Textinspector.com 

 As the figure above demonstrates, the researchers paste their transcribed 

texts to the box available on the website. Alternatively, they can upload long files 

for analysis.  Textinspector.com (2021) web-based language tool, as elucidated 

by  (Fok and Li, 2017.): "contains a number of tools for analysing the frequency 

of recovery collocations and grade- level determiners for readings. All tools are 

free for learners and researchers" (p.72). It might be helpful to researchers 

interested in identifying the progress of learners in terms of using some given 

lexical items (Fok&Li, 2017).    
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Figure Lexical Complexity Measures via Textinspector.com 

 The web-based tool offers an in-depth analysis as to the vocabulary, more 

precisely its diversity and complexity. Thereby, "This can help us improve our 

language teaching and learning, help empower students and further our 

understanding of language." Textinspector.com (2021). It also provides statistics 

about sentence count, type-token count, average sentence length,  the average of 

syllable or words per sentence, and 100 words. The web-based tool displays parts 

of speech tagger comprehensively within texts, as the figure below demonstrates 

(Textinspector.com, 2021).      

 
Figure 6. Part of Speech Tagger via Textinspector.com  

4.4.2.3. lextutor.com  

Compleat Lexical Tutor (2021) web-based Lextutor, designed by Cobb in 

1995, is an online analysis tool used to analyse language complexity. The 

lextutor, in the words of    Jones and Waller (2015) 

It allows researchers to analyse large amounts of text and produce a database 

on aspects such as frequency. It also allows producing concordance lines for 

qualitative analysis of data. Although the aim is to examine language in 
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terms of lexis, it can also be used to inform about grammar lexicogrammar 

and is a very useful piece of software (p.53) 

  It calculates many lexical complexity aspects such as lexical density, type-

token ratio, lexical frequency. The online language tool enables teachers and 

educators to know their learners' vocabulary and writing level by just pasting 

their texts on the box and waiting for the statistics to appear in a very 

comprehensive way. The following is a figure demonstrating the functions of the 

lextutor web-based tool.  

 
Figure7.Lextutor.com Web-based language Tool Statistics. 

 Conclusion  

 The proliferation of database software and web-based language tools has 

exceedingly assisted researchers in conducting the data gathering and analysis of 

learners' spoken data. With its wide range of applications, CALL offers EFL 

researchers ample opportunities to collect data in a less complicated way as it 

comprises myriad free download applications designed for recording spoken 

language. Likewise, it paves the way for researchers to analyse some spoken 

language aspects such as speaking fluency and complexity effortlessly. 

Nevertheless, no automated software and application are available so far to have 

automated transcription. The latter has to be manually conducted, i.e., it is still a  

human-conducted process. 
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